
DISCREET TRADER PRO & DISCREET
TRADER PRO ADVANCED



“Remember that having the right
psychology makes up 95% of the
ingredients that you require to be a
successful Trader. Even if you have a
successful trading strategy, without
having the right mindset, you will fail.”

                                    David Carmichael



DISCREET TRADER PRO - “The simple way to Trade the Markets”

“It’s simple really, if you want to be truly free financially, you have to get your
money working for you instead of you working for your money. This will then
free up your time so that you can really start to live your life.

A very effective way of achieving this is by mastering how to speculate on the
FX and Capital Markets and by Investing”

Welcome Discreet Trader Pro

We have developed this unique and exclusive service in collaboration with Top
FX and Money Markets Trader David Carmichael and other highly profitable
Traders.

David Carmichael “possibly the best trader in the UK” and the winner of several
Trading competitions invested two years of his time and his expertise, along
with others, to ensure that Discreet Trader Pro is not only an extremely useful
service for any Trader by providing the opportunity of becoming Financially Free
but that it will provide the opportunity in a very simple way which will leave
nothing to interpretation.

This service has been specifically designed for anyone who is serious about
trading but has been struggling to consistently make profits trading the Money
Markets, or for those who just want to become more profitable with their trading.



WHAT IS DISCREET TRADER PRO?

Discreet Trader Pro is a highly effective information service which was
developed and initially made available to Professional Hedge Fund
Managers, Investment Bankers and Professional Traders. We have decided
that we are now making this service available to Individuals who are Retail
Traders as well so that the “smaller” Traders and Investors can benefit from
a high quality service which can propel them towards Financial Freedom.
This tool will allow anyone who wants to trade, to trade more profitably and
with less anxiety.

Discreet Trader Pro is fundamentally a subscription service which provides
Traders and Investors with a daily newsletter, detailing our expert’s views
and commentary on the Global Capital Markets. Our newsletter also
addresses political, economic and technical trends from both long and short
term perspectives.

In addition to our insightful newsletter all of the Traders and Investors who
subscribe, will have access to a unique and exclusive service which actually
broadcasts live, in real time, trades which we make. What this means is that
when one of our experts makes a trade it is actually sent to you directly and
you can utilise this information as a signal or indicator for your own trades.
This basically means that you can make a decision if you wish to follow our
experts, who manage money very profitably. We can say that our  many
subscribers, who choose to do this, are profiting on a monthly basis
consistently just by following the live, real time broadcasts, and because of
our performance, they are benefiting from a much higher success rate than
the industry norm.



THE FEATURES OF DISCREET TRADER PRO

●We broadcast live real time trades on one market, The German 30 (DAX)
● This normally generates 10-30 Trading Opportunities per month
● Trades can be sent to your mobile device
●You can also access trades via a website
●You will receive our coveted newsletter daily by 6:00AM (GMT). This will

contain commentary and some “trade ideas” from time to time.
●You will have access to an extremely sought after and private feed which

shows the Trading Ideas of some of the worlds elite traders
●We enforce no minimum contract term so you can cancel the service at any

time with one months notice.

OUR UNIQUE CAST IRON GUARANTEE

We are so confident in Discreet Trader Pro that We offer a no quibbles cast
iron guarantee. If you have followed all of the Trades which we send you in
any monthly period and you have not made a profit, we will automatically
and expediently refund the subscription fees for that month.

PRICING

All of these tools are available to you in return for an Investment is £497 per
month. This literally gives you access to an invaluable set of tools.



Take control of your financial destiny

DISCREET TRADER PRO
ADVANCED

Expand your trading opportunities to at
least FOUR different markets



Discreet Trader Pro Advanced operates in the same way as Discreet Trader Pro.
The difference is that we will Broadcast our trades to you live, in real time on
four or more different Markets or Instruments instead of just one Market. The
Markets we will send you the information on are:

● The German 30 (DAX)
●EUR/$US Currency Pair
●Crude Oil
●Gold
●Other Markets may also be sent to you from time to time.

We will also allow you unfettered access to a  very exclusive Feed in which
numerous Trading Ideas are posted up. This feed is created and utilised by top
Traders and Hedge Fund Manger’s around the world, so you can literally see the
types of Trading Ideas that these people generate along with explanations from
them of their thinking. These Ideas literally cover hundreds of different Markets,
from Stocks and Shares around the world to FX, Commodities, Indices and
anything else you can think of. If you really want to step up your trading to
another level, you will really learn about trading to a much deeper level.

OUR CAST IRON GUARANTEE STILL APPLIES

We are so confident in Discreet Trader Pro Advanced that We offer a no
quibbles cast iron guarantee. If in any monthly period the aggregate of all of the
Trades which we have sent you, in real time has not generated a profit we will
automatically and expediently refund the subscription fee for that month.

PRICING

All of these tools are available to you in return for an Investment is £997 per
month. This literally gives you access to an invaluable set of tools.

THE FEATURES OF DISCREET TRADER PRO ADVANCED

●We broadcast live real time trades on four markets.
● This normally generates 30-90 Trading Opportunities per month.
● Trades can be sent to your mobile device.
●You can also access trades via a website.
●You will receive our coveted newsletter daily by 6:00AM (GMT). This will

contain commentary and some “trade ideas” from time to time.
●You will have access to an extremely sought after elite private feed which

shows the Trading Ideas of some of the worlds elite traders
●We enforce no minimum contract term so you can cancel the service at any

time with one months notice.



TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Subscription fees are to be paid monthly in advance by debit/credit card or Paypal. On
commencing the service you will pay 1 months subscription fees in advance, and thereafter the
fees will become payable monthly in advance.

You may cancel your subscription at any time by giving one months written notice. This notice
can be emailed to us.

Our Guarantee:- We offer a no quibbles cast iron guarantee. As long as you have followed all of
the Live Trades which we have sent you, in any monthly period, and you have not made a profit
by following our trading strategy, we will automatically and expediently refund the subscription
fees for that month. A monthly period is defined as the 1st Working day of the month to the final
working day of that same month.

The Newsletter we send you is a publication which is protected by UK and International
copyright laws. All rights are reserved. No licence is granted to the user except for the user’s
personal use. No part of the publication or its contents may be copied, downloaded, stored in a
retrieval system, further transmitted or otherwise reproduced, stored, disseminated, transferred
or used in any form or by any means, except as permitted under the Discreet Trader Pro
subscription (for your own use), or with prior written permission.

This Newsletter is proprietary and is for the sole use of Discreet Trader Pro clients and
subscribers. Each reproduction of any part of this publication or its contents must contain
notices of Discreet Trader Pro’s copyright. We take copyright infringement seriously and
Pursuant to UK Copyright law, we will seek damages for liability or infringement of our copyright
This agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with UK copyright law.

The information contained herein is not necessarily complete and its accuracy is not
guaranteed by DTP, its operating entity or the principals therein. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately by electronic mail or telephone. Neither
the information in Discreet Trader Pro nor any opinion expressed by Discreet Trader Pro
constitutes a solicitation for the purchase of any future or security referred to in the Discreet
Trader Pro communication.

Any further disclosure or use, distribution, dissemination or copying of these messages or any
attachment is strictly prohibited; such information, whether derived from Discreet Trader Pro or
from any oral or written communication by way of opinion, advice or otherwise with a principal
of the company is not warranted in any manner whatsoever, is for the use of our customers
only and may be obtained from internal and external research sources considered to be
reliable. No information conveyed to you from Discreet Trader Pro shall be construed or taken
as Financial Advice in any respect.

Neither the Principals nor Discreet Trader Pro can be held liable for any losses incurred by you
or any subscriber or client of Discreet Trader Pro in relation to any real time broadcast
distributed by us or in relation to anything contained within our Newsletter, and in any event, the
maximum liability shall be limited to the equivalent of one months subscription.

Principals of Discreet Trader Pro may or may not hold or be short of securities discussed
herein, or of any securities, at any time.

We endeavour to ensure that the DTP Daily Commentary newsletter on the global capital
markets, is distributed to our subscribers by 6:00 am GMT each business day. We cannot be
held liable if for any reason it is not delivered to you in a timely manner. This Newsletter
addresses political, economic and technical trends from both long and short term perspectives.



CONTACT DETAILS

Website:   www.discreettraderpro.com

Email:  mail@discreettraderpro.com

subscriptions@discreettraderpro.com

If you would like to learn to Trade the Forex & Money Markets

Website:   www.discreettraderpro.com/learntotrade.html

Website: www.davidacarmichael.com

Twitter: @davidproperty
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